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It was a great day for swimming. Puffy the
puffer fish was ready to go play with his school
friends. Before he left home his mom reminded
him to pay close attention to the feelings in his
body. because she knew Puffy was quick to
become angry.

When Puffy got to school, he listened patiently
to the day’s lessons. Mostly his teacher Mrs.
Fishburn explained how to avoid hooks and
where to find the best food. Puffy just wanted
recess to start, because he loved building
sandcastles in the play area.

It had the perfect sand for making all types of
sandcastles; big ones with special shapes and
passages for exploring. Often the other fish
wanted to watch Puffy create his sandcastles,
which made him proud.

To his surprise, his friend Freddy fish asked if
he could help build today. Puffy thought that
would be fun. They poured and molded sand
until Freddy started to make the sandcastle
look very different from what Puffy wanted. He
became annoyed. “Hey, stop making a mess of
my sandcastle.” As he felt annoyed, his body
started puffing up which made his prickles
stand out.

This scared the other fish and they swam away.
Puffy had a problem. He loved it when the other
school fish watched him build his sandcastles,
but now, they seemed afraid of him.

That night Puffy told his mom about the mess
Freddy made of his sandcastle. She asked him,
“Did you know you were starting to get angry?”,
“Did you notice your heart beating faster and
your body puffing up?” He had. But Puffy had
no idea how to make any of it better. “Everyone
feels angry at times”, his mom said. “It’s how
you react that’s important.”

Pfufferfish (scientific name Tetraodontidae) are a family of fish
sometimes called puffers, balloonfish, blowfish, blowies, or
bubblefish. Most pufferfish species are toxic, and some are among
the most poisonous vertebrates in the world. One of the ways
pufferfish protect themselves is to fill their very elastic stomach
with water (or air when outside the water) until its body is much
larger and round. All puffers have pointed spines which also get
bigger when threatened.
Anger is a strong feeling that comes and goes. A good way to
manage anger is to slow down the automatic reaction to a
triggering situation. Becoming increasingly more aware of angry
feelings in your body allows for using techniques like taking deep
breaths for slowing down the reaction and calming yourself.
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